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;Lay 23, 1968.  

11r. Z. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C. 

/: 	Dear 1,1r. Hoover, 
mfr 	

• 
/ • 

Enclosed is a copy of my book,'4dIT-ElaSH - THE PL;PORT ON TE2 ':::.::: 227 .712P01: 	In 
it you will find quotations from your testimony and that o2 731 -..:1;ents that I 
believe recuiro immediate and unequivocal c::planatione and _...:: the 731's report 
to the Commission. Of the many things reduirin,:; explenstion, : would like in 
particular to direct your attentiod to these three, in which it would seen no 
question of national security can be involved: 

1) In your brief discussion of the assassination in the report to the Cem::iission 
you say that three shots were fired, of which two hit the :-resident and one the 
governor. This does not account for the bullet that hit tna curbstone on Oomm.E-rce 
Street, which you told the Commission you could n,:t associate •,i.t. h the :'residenti,%1 
car or any of its occupants. In another per; of this report, dealing with Oswald, ye., 
told the Commission that the bullet that did not kill the Presidont struck him in 
the back - not the neck - and did not go through his body. Hz:rs :/au seem to fail .Le 
account for the well-known wound in the front of the Presido:.-L's neck. Lnd thus,  
are there not at least five bullets, the three you accounted for and the two you 
did not account for' i The Commission itself considered the curbstone strike a se-ers 
bullet, end the President most certainly was wounded in the front of the neck. 

2) In his testimony before the Commission, FBI Agent _:abort A. Iszier did not 
offer into evidence the spectrographic analysis, of this bullet and that of the 
various bullet freaments. Neither did FBI Agent John i. Gallsghar, the spectrat-r2 
pher. Agent Frazier's testimony is merely that the bullets were lead, which would 
seem to be considerable loss information thstspeetrograhpia analysis could reveol; 
The custoaidn of this archive at the National Archivesinfer=,pe.this analysis is-
not included in his archive but is in the possession of the FBI. I call upon you 
to make it ;i0;lediately available. kir- 
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• 115r E....; -.,'1--11 ,.... 	. _ 	„ .,,, 	... 	.4., 3) In his testimony before the Comm,e.s e . - 1 ,1-1Z0.71. ...L37,10- sa.... ...,,..t ....,.... ,,...e { Rr 	_ 	1 I 	■ whole bullet was received by the iBl -it ha - boon wired - cle_:e  -does :lc., reveal 
an7.01M-interest in this unusual destruction of evidence. .a... also testi-' - 	it 
th, cleansing of the bullet was not complete; ttat-foTeir-7n Latta_ rcnai 	in 7,11e 
gigolies in the bullet. Yet his testimony does not show any .7:DI interest - learning. 
Atit the nature of the residue was. Did the FBI make the appropriate to ts.. Could fa, 
residue be associated with either the President's body or the r:,vernor' , cat 

ez: ii 	1 	1 Ditt,,..if any, was made to leer= And if no effort was made, why mot': 
ti tt V L ( 	1:i iciti_ , A 	 ., 
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